Increase productivity, flexibly
resource projects, boost creativity.
Discover the 7 benefits of highly effective design collaboration

Extraordinary design often requires collaboration across project teams that supports efficient
decision-making. But design teams face three key challenges:
1. Projects take too long, with too much ‘dead’ time.
2. Slow and limited information sharing across internal design teams caused by geographical distance.
External teams exacerbate the issue.
3.Project delays and cost overruns caused by no unified communication protocol between disciplines.
With BIM 360 Design, internal and external architecture and engineering design teams are able to work
together more closely and communicate directly with one another in real-time via the cloud, leading to
increased productivity, flexible resourcing and more.

7 Benefits of BIM 360 Design
1. Increase efficiency
Enable your team to work faster and more accurately
and make decisions wherever they are with easy
access to relevant design information.
2. Flexibly resource projects
Recruit and build your project team with the best
talent, and allow them to work flexibly, no matter
their location.
3. Make room for creativity
Automate time-consuming tasks, broaden your
review team and recruit the right talent to develop
extraordinary designs that set you apart.

“

Using Autodesk BIM 360 Design to
collaborate with teams anywhere we are
seeing productivity increases

4. Put an end to ‘dead’ time
Better manage design changes by discipline and
reduce time spent waiting for PDF uploads
and publishing.
5. Eliminate costly errors and delays
Better communicate design intent and manage
changes with direct collaboration in the cloud.
6. Reduce IT complexity
Remove the need for expensive on-premise solutions
and reduce IT overheads by moving to the cloud and
scale up or down according to demand.
7. Craft a cohesive team
Bring your team together and empower them
with the tools to better collaborate on gamechanging designs.

“

Overall, cloud-based BIM collaboration
gave BuroHappold a time savings of 20%
and a cost reduction of 90% on the Brown

of up to 25% on cloud-based BIM projects…

University IPD project.

Our employees are based all over the

Paul McGilly
Regional BIM Leader, US East Coast
BuroHappold

country. BIM 360 Design gives us the
flexibility to recruit the best talent
regardless of location.
Anthony Woodsford
Associate/BIM Manager
Corstorphine + Wright

Try it now: Use BIM 360 Design for free for 30 days
Get in touch: Let us help you find the solution you need

